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Rapid Response Tactics for
Law Enforcement

This 2.5-day (24 hours) certification program is designed for
agencies to train and certify patrol officers in leading and

commanding Rapid Response Teams and Personnel when responding to a school attack. This is
1 of 4 programs that are designed teach effective planning and response to schools during times
of crisis and to instruct in the selection of personnel, gear and equipment, and establish standards
for these teams and personnel. Focus is on the welfare, moral and training needed for these
emotional and physically demanding encounters.

We will address and demonstrate the need for protocol, quick deployment and decisions that
need to be made on scene, tactical operations, selecting equipment, weaponry, and various non-
lethal weapon options. We will also address how to organize with schools and outside agencies
responding to protect departments from costly litigation issues that could arise from these
situations.

Topics covered in the program include:

• Conducting gear selection & equipment lists
• Rapid Survey Assessments
• Building Entries tactics
• How to move and control personnel
• Formations and Ballistic Shields
• Issuing briefing and warning orders
• Writing and understanding contingency plans
• Managing use of force
• Working with crisis management teams
• Strategies in a critical environment
• Evaluating your threats
• Conducting site surveys
• Threat assessments for force options
• Training review of personnel
• Understand the Greater Danger theory
• Tactics for Face the danger concepts

Duration: 2.5 Days Tuition: $549.00

Equipment Required: Assigned duty gear to patrol, shotgun or precision rifle or carbine,
include holster, pistol, impact weapon, and handcuffs with key. Tactical Ballistic Helmet with
drop shield is use, goggles, protective equipment, body armor, gas mask and ballistic shield.

Learn from

experienced

instructors with

real world

experience in field

applications.


